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Based on the prospect theory, this paper establishes an evolutionary game model of government and construction units for the
problem of poor subsidy construction of government-subsidized construction units and uses the replication dynamic equation to
analyse the strategic choice of evolutionary games. -e research shows that the evolutionary game system of the construction unit
and the government cannot meet the government incentives, and the construction unit also adopts the stable state of the
prefabricated building. In the long run, the government subsidy cannot determine whether or not the construction unit will adopt
the prefabricated building, and it is the construction cost of the prefabricated building that determines. -erefore, the gov-
ernment's work should shift from subsidies to targeted incentives forconstruction units to reduce the cost of construction of
prefabricated buildings. -e unit levies an environmental tax and appropriately restricts the income from the traditional cast-in-
place construction units, and, on the other hand, it increases the popularization of low-carbon and environmental protection of
the fabricated buildings, so that more consumers can recognize the environmental benefits brought by the assembled buildings. It
provides a reference for the government to promote the development of prefabricated buildings.

1. Introduction

Compared with the traditional construction method, the
prefabricated building can achieve reduction or savings of
about 70%, 60%, 55%, 25%, and 20% in construction waste,
wood template, plastering mortar, construction water, and
construction energy consumption, respectively [1]. It has
great practical significance for realizing the sustainable
development of the construction industry and promoting
the process of new urbanization. According to the re-
quirements of the State Council and the Ministry of Housing
and Urban-Rural Development, by 2026, China’s pre-
fabricated buildings will account for 30% of new buildings
[2]. However, due to the imperfect standard system of
prefabricated building standards in China, insufficient in-
tegrated design capability, and low-scale production effi-
ciency, its production cost is high. According to relevant
calculations, the incremental cost of the total cost of fab-
ricated construction projects is about 260 yuan/m2 [3], the
construction unit is more resistant to the high cost of

prefabricated buildings, and consumers are not willing to
pay for this, restricting the prefabricated buildings’ pro-
motion and application in China.

To this end, the central government and local govern-
ments have introduced policies such as land, fiscal and
taxation, and construction area incentives at the national
and local levels to support the development of prefabricated
buildings. For example, since 2017, Beijing will grant con-
struction area and financial incentives for qualified con-
struction projects that meet the requirements; for parts and
component manufacturers that meet the new wall material
catalogue, they can enjoy the value-added tax (VAT) refund
policy as required. Financial institutions are encouraged to
increase credit support for prefabricated construction
projects; at the same time, in the construction industry
related evaluation awards, the index requirements for fab-
ricated buildings are increased [4, 5]. However, these subsidy
policies have not promoted the development of pre-
fabricated buildings in China. In 2017, the cumulative
construction of prefabricated buildings in China was about
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150 million square meters, accounting for 8.4% of the newly
started construction area, with countries and regions. -e
target values are far apart [6]. In order to analyse the ef-
fectiveness of the policy, Liu et al. [7] used content analysis to
measure and analyse the policy tools used in China’s existing
fabricated building policy texts. It is pointed out that en-
vironmental and supply-oriented macro-policy tools are
overexploited, and specific policy tools for construction
units and research institutions are missing. -erefore, from
the perspective of the government, considering the specific
decision-making process of the construction unit, whether
the existing subsidy policy can continue to promote the
construction unit to adopt the prefabricated building, what
should be subsidized in the end, and what factors affecting
the construction unit adopting the prefabricated building are
all urgent, clear, and important issues.

Most of the current construction methods are still tra-
ditional construction methods. If you want to switch from
traditional construction to assembly construction, the
construction unit should pay attention not only to the profit
brought by the assembly construction method but also to the
traditional construction method before making the decision.
-e profit obtained is a reference point to measure the
economic benefits brought by the use of prefabricated
construction. If the profit from the prefabricated con-
struction method is lower than the traditional construction
method, the psychological perception of the construction
unit is loss. Only when the profit of the assembly con-
struction method is higher than the traditional construction
method, the psychological perception of the construction
unit is obtained. At the same time, in the context of the
current economic situation facing many challenges, con-
struction unit decision makers are more cautious about
controlling investment risks. More and more investors are
inconsistent in their risk appetite in the face of gains and
losses, becoming risk-seeking in the face of losses and
showing risk aversion in the face of gains [8, 9]. -e be-
haviour of construction unit decision makers can be de-
scribed by prospect theory. Prospect theory is widely used to
describe the perceived bias of decision makers [10]. Com-
bined with the reality of the construction unit, it is suitable
for solving the decision-making problem of whether the
construction unit considers whether to adopt the pre-
fabricated building under the government subsidy
environment.

Evolutionary games take groups as research objects, and
it is not strictly required that game groups are completely
rational. -e replication dynamic equation and evolutionary
stability strategies are two important concepts [11]. -e
replication dynamic equation describes the growth rate of a
strategy in a population, that is, the difference between the
fitness value and the average fitness value when the strategy
is selected. It is a dynamic differential equation. According to
this, it can be known that when the benefit obtained by
selecting a strategy is higher than the average income of the
group, the group of this strategy can be imitated in the entire
group. Since replication dynamic equation can not only
effectively describe the mutual transformation between
game populations and the dynamic adjustment of their

behaviours, but also reflect the domain stability of the steady
state behaviour of the population, this paper will choose to
replicate the dynamic equations to analyse the model [12].

In view of the practical problems of promoting the
subsidy policy of prefabricated buildings, combined with the
existing policies, the lack of consideration of the specific
profit of the construction unit and the behaviour of the
decision-making process, and the application of prospect
theory to describe the decision-making process of the
construction unit, this paper will be the foreground theory.
Introduced into the process of evolutionary game analysis,
establish the evolutionary game model of government and
construction units, use the replication dynamic equation to
analyse the strategic choice of evolutionary game, and
provide countermeasures and suggestions for government
subsidized assembly buildings.

-e framework of this study is arranged as follows:
Section 2 introduces the literature review of the paper, which
includes three aspects: government subsidies, prospect
theory, and evolutionary games. Section 3 is the hypothesis
and building of the evolutionary game model for govern-
ments and units. Section 4 presents the analysis of the
evolutionary model. Section 5 analyses the results derived
from the evolutionary model.Section 6 is the numerical
simulation of the model. -e paper is concluded in the last
section.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Government Subsidy. In fact, government subsidy has
been the focus of scholarly research. For instance, Zhao et al.
[13] developed a decision-making model considering both
consumers’ preference for remanufactured products and
effect of the government subsidy and found that the optimal
price and the subsidy-sharing percentage are inversely
proportional to the weighted-sum of the price elasticity of
demand. He et al. [14] explored channel structure and
pricing decisions for the manufacturer and government’s
subsidy policy with competing new and remanufactured
products. -ey found that government can encourage the
manufacturer to adopt the desired channel structures by
setting appropriate subsidy levels. Furthermore, higher
subsidy level always benefits consumers and the whole
supply chain, but not always so to the environment. In
addition, some scholars have studied how the government
should subsidize prefabricated buildings. For example, Chen
et al. [15] used evolutionary game theory from the demand
side and supply side of fabricated building development in
order to solve the problem of poor incentive effect and
explain how to design the incentive mechanism for the
development of prefabricated buildings. It points out that
the government guides developers to build prefabricated
buildings through subsidies, market mechanisms, and in-
terventions, prompting consumers to pay attention to and
participate in the transformation of the construction in-
dustry and can achieve a win-win situation for the three
parties. Chen et al. [16] established a government subsidy
model under the condition of asymmetric information and
complete information. -e results show that the benefits
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brought by the subsidy policy to the government are affected
by the construction cost, the payment of the end user and the
developer’s preference for green buildings, and other factors.
-ese papers examine the effectiveness of government
subsidized assembly buildings from the perspective of
supply chain and information sharing and give relevant
qualitative recommendations. However, the rationality and
effectiveness of subsidized government are not investigated
according to the specific expected profits of the construction
unit in the decision-making process and the different be-
haviours caused by different expected profits, which is in-
consistent with the reality.

2.2. Prospect $eory. Prospect theory is widely used to de-
scribe and predict the decision-making process when people
are facing risks. For example, Shen et al. [17, 18], based on
prospect theory, proposed an evolutionary game model
involving building materials contractors and manufacturers.
Polach et al. [19–21] introduced the extension of the fore-
ground theory into an agent-based asset pricing model to
study the loss avoidance phenomenon in risk aversion and
loss-asymmetry processing. Chen et al. [22] constructed a
short-life product supply chain centralized decision-making
and contract coordination model considering strategic
customer behaviour under the perspective of rational ex-
pectation utility theory and prospect theory and studied the
different perspectives of rational expectation utility theory
and perspective theory, whereas Zhao et al. [23, 24] intro-
duced the prospect theory in the dynamic evolution of
behavioural decision-making in the public sector and private
sector during the process of portraying the risk management
of major infrastructure projects. -e prospect theory has
great value as a descriptive model for decision making under
risk and has a wide range of applications. -e construction
unit’s behavioural decision actually belongs to the risk de-
cision, and the choice of its behavioural strategy is based on
its own subjective perception of the value of the strategy,
rather than the actual utility of the strategy situation.
-erefore, the construction unit’s perception of value is
consistent with the features of prospect theory.

2.3. Evolutionary Games. Evolutionary gaming has been a
hot topic of scholarly research. For example, He et al. [25]
used an evolutionary game model to study the choice be-
tween a traditional tourism strategy and a green tourism
innovation strategy for two competing tourism operators.
-ey found that the findings suggest that, under certain
conditions, the green tourism innovation pioneer can mo-
nopolize the market. In addition, to be more efficient,
governments first provide green subsidies to competitive
tourist locations and/or more innovative service terms. He
et al. [26] explored effective green incentives for govern-
ments to develop traditional tourism into green tourism by
developing a dynamic evolutionary game model between
governments, tourism firms, and tourists and suggested that
governments first implement green incentives in areas with
relatively small tourism markets. Many other scholars have
studied evolutionary gaming issues related to government.

For instance, Mahmoudi et al. [27] modelled the comparison
of government and producer objectives under different
scenarios using two group evolutionary game theory ap-
proaches. -e results show that government policies sig-
nificantly affect producer activities, competitive markets,
and emissions.-e imposition of tariffs is the most effective
way for governments to minimize environmental impacts.
Sun et al. [28] used evolutionary game models to study the
green investment strategies of manufacturers and material
suppliers under a two-tier supply chain. -e study found
that changes in the green investment input–output ratio or
government subsidies of suppliers and manufacturers
would lead to the system evolving into a different evolu-
tionary stability strategy. Setting the value of government
subsidies in the appropriate range can reduce the free-
riding behavior of suppliers or manufacturers in the
market. -e evolutionary game can be a good way to study
the change and stability of government and construction
unit strategies, which is the basis of the model studied in
this paper.

3. Evolutionary Game Model of Government
and Construction Units

3.1. Model Hypothesis

(1) -e main body of the game is the government
group and the construction unit group. -e gov-
ernment is a rational group and the construction
unit is an incomplete rational group. In the course
of multiple games, it constantly seeks the optimal
strategy. -erefore, the government’s choice of
strategy is based on the direct profit and loss of the
strategy itself, while the construction unit’s choice
of strategy is based on its perception of the value of
the strategy’s payment. -e prospect theory pro-
posed by Kahneman and Tveraky in the 1970s was
introduced into the game model. For certain losses
and benefits, the player does not have deviations in
perceived value and actual utility. When the players
are uncertain about gains or losses, perceived
utility and actual utility diverge. Assume the per-
ceived utility of the construction unit is v(Δπ)

[10, 29–33]:

v(Δπ) �
Δπα, Δπ ≥ 0,

− λ(− Δπ)
β
, Δπ < 0.

 (1)

Δπ indicates the difference between the payment
value of the construction unit and the value of the
reference point, αrepresents the risk attitude coef-
ficient obtained by the construction unit, β repre-
sents the risk attitude coefficient for the construction
unit perceived as loss, and λ represents the sensitive
coefficient for loss to income.

(2) Behavioral strategy and probability of adoption: the
government’s strategy is “incentives” and “no
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incentives,” and the corresponding probabilities are
x and 1 − x. -e strategy of the construction unit is
“adopted” and “not adopted,” and the corresponding
probabilities are y and 1 − y. -e game strategy
combination of both parties can be expressed in
Table 1.

(3) Before the game between the two sides, the gov-
ernment does not encourage the construction unit to
adopt the prefabricated building, and the con-
struction unit does not use the prefabricated
building. When the construction unit adopts the
prefabricated building, the initial state of (no in-
centive, no adoption) is used as the reference point
for decision-making. -e government also uses the
initial state of (no incentives, no adoption) to
measure the incentives for construction units to use
the benefits of prefabricated buildings. -e revenue
perception matrix of the government and the con-
struction unit are shown in Table 2.

It can be known from the foreground theory that the two
sides of the game have no deviation between the perceived value
and the actual utility of the determined loss or benefit. Only
when the two parties are uncertain about the cost and benefit,
that is, the construction unit chooses to adopt the prefabricated
building, the psychological perception utility will be produced.
If Δπ � (a2 + a3 − a4) − (a1), Δπ ≥ 0, the perception of the
construction unit is to be obtained; whenΔπ < 0, the perception
of the construction unit is loss.

Refer to the existing literature to describe the relevant
parameters in the establishment of the relevant model of the
fabricated building [34]; the main parameters and inter-
pretations referred to in this paper are shown in Table 3.

3.2. Model Building. Suppose when the government en-
courages the construction unit to use the assembled building
the expected return is UGY, when the government does not
encourage the construction unit to use the prefabricated
building the expected income is UGN, the average expected
return of the government is UG, there is the conclusion:

UGY � y b2 + b3 − b4 − b1(  +(1 − y) a5 − b4( ,

UGN � y b2 + b3 − b1( ,

UG � xUGY +(1 − x)UGN.

(2)

According to theMalthusian equation [35], the government
chooses the “incentive” strategy growth rate to be described by
the difference betweenUGY andUG. Let t be the evolution time;
the government’s replication dynamic equation for the “in-
centive” strategy is

_x �
dx

dt
� x UGY − UG(  � x(1 − x) a5 − b4 − ya5( . (3)

In the same way, the expected income when the con-
struction unit adopts the assembled building is UCY, the

expected return when the construction unit does not adopt
the prefabricated building is UCN, and the average expected
return of the construction unit is UC, there is the conclusion:

UCY � xb4 + v(Δπ),

UCN � x b4 − a5( ,

UC � yUCY +(1 − y)UCN.

(4)

-e construction unit can choose the replication dy-
namic equation of the “adoption” strategy:

_y �
dy

dt
� y Uas − UC(  � y(1 − y) xa5 + v(Δπ) . (5)

According to equations (3) and (5), a replica power
system is available:

_x � x(1 − x) a5 − b4 − ya5( ,

_y � y(1 − y) xa5 + v(Δπ) .
 (6)

Equation (6) depicts the evolutionary mechanism of the
dynamic game of the interest subject of the government-
subsidized strategy of the prefabricated building based on
the foreground theory. Δπ � (a2 + a3 − a4) − (a1). Obvi-
ously, formula (6) does not include the net income of the
government when the construction unit chooses the tra-
ditional cast-in-place construction and the direct economic
benefits and indirect benefits of the government when the
construction unit chooses the prefabricated building. -e
income from the government in formula (6) is the subsidy
cost paid by the government when the construction unit
chooses the prefabricated building, that is, the subsidy paid
to the construction unit when the government encourages
it.

4. Analysis of the Model

For ease of analysis, make x∗ � − (v(Δπ))/a5,
y∗ � (a5 − b4)/a5. Further analysis of equation (6) yields the
following proposition:

Proposition 1. $e equilibrium points of the replication
power system are O(0, 0), A(1, 0), B(0, 1), C(1, 1), when
0> v(Δπ)> − a5, a5 > b4; D(x∗, y∗) also is a point of
equilibrium.

Proof. For equation (6), let x
−

� 0, y
−

� 0, get the equilibrium
point of the system O(0, 0), A(1, 0), B(0, 1), C(1, 1), when
0> v(Δπ)> − a5, a5 > b4, x∗ ∈ (0, 1), y∗ ∈ (0, 1), and
x
−

� 0, y
−

� 0, so (x∗, y∗) also is a point of equilibrium.
However, the equilibrium point is not necessarily the

evolutionary stability point of the system. -e evolutionary
stability point can be based on the method proposed by
Friedman [36]: the Jacobi matrix of the replicating dynamic
equation (6) is used to determine its local stable equilibrium:
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J �

z _x
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z _x

zy

z _y

zx

z _y

zy

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

�
a11 a12

a21 a22

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦. (7)

If the equilibrium point satisfies the determinant of the
matrix detJ � a11a22 − a12a21 > 0, and tr J � a11 + a22 < 0,
the strategy represented by this point is the stable equilib-
rium of the system.

Proposition 2

(1) If v(Δπ)< 0, a5 − b4 < 0, the stable equilibrium of the
system is (no incentive, no adoption).

(2) If b4 < a5 < − v(Δπ), the stable equilibrium of the
system is (incentive, no adoption).

(3) If b4 > v(Δπ)≥ 0, the stable equilibrium of the system
is (no incentive, adopt).

Proof. Get the Jacobian matrix [17] of the system according
to equation (6):

J �
(1 − 2x) a5 − b4 − ya5( , − a5x(1 − x),

a5y(1 − y), (1 − 2y) xa5 + v(Δπ) ,
 

detJ � (1 − 2x) a5 − b4 − ya5( (1 − 2y) xa5 + v(Δπ) 

+ a5x(1 − x)a5y(1 − y),

tr J � (1 − 2x) a5 − b4 − ya5(  +(1 − 2y) xa5 + v(Δπ) .

(8)

Substituting O(0, 0), A(1, 0), B(0, 1), C(1, 1), D(x∗, y∗)

into the expression of the sum, detJ and tr J, and obtaining the
expression of the matrix determinant and trace corresponding
to the equilibrium point formula, as shown in Table 4.

(1) When v(Δπ)< 0, a5 − b4 < 0, equilibrium point
D(x∗, y∗) does not exist; the steady state of each
balance point is shown in Table 5.

(2) When b4 < a5 < − v(Δπ), equilibrium point
D(x∗, y∗)does not exist, the steady state of each
balance point is shown in Table 6.

(3) When b4 > v(Δπ)≥ 0, equilibrium point
D(x∗, y∗)does not exist; the steady state of each
balance point is shown in Table 7.

Table 1: Combination of strategy choices.

Two sides of the game Construction unit
Adopt y No adoption 1 − y

Government Construction unit x (Incentive, adopt) (Incentive, no adoption)
No incentive 1 − x (No incentive, adopt) (No incentive, no adoption)

Table 2: Combination of strategy choices.

Game strategy Government Construction unit
(Incentive, apply) b2 + b3 − b4 − b1 b4 + v(Δπ)

(No incentive, apply) b2 + b3 − b1 v(Δπ)

(Incentive, no application) a5 − b4 b4 − a5
(No incentive, no application) 0 0

Table 3: Summary of the main parameters involved in this article.

Symbol Interpretation
a1 Net income when the construction unit chooses traditional cast-in-place construction
a2 Direct economic benefits when the construction unit chooses a prefabricated building
a3 Indirect benefits (such as corporate image, brand value) when the construction unit chooses a prefabricated building
a4 -e cost of the construction unit when choosing a prefabricated building
a5 Fines imposed by the construction unit for failing to implement the government incentive policy
b1 -e government’s net income when the construction unit chooses traditional cast-in-place buildings
b2 Direct economic benefits of the government when the construction unit chooses a prefabricated building

b3
When the construction unit chooses a prefabricated building, the government’s indirect benefits (resource conservation,

environmental protection, etc.)
b4 -e subsidy cost paid by the government when the construction unit chooses the prefabricated building
All parameters in the table are positive.
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Inference. When the construction cost of the prefabricated
building is less than the gain from the construction unit’s
choice of the prefabricated building and the difference in the
income from the choice of the traditional cast-in-place
building, that is when a4 ≤ a2 + a3 − a1, construction units
can continue to adopt prefabricated buildings without re-
lying on government subsidies.

Proof. By Proposition 2, if b4 > v(Δπ)≥ 0, the stable equi-
librium of the system is (no incentive, adopt). Available
v(Δπ)≥ 0, deduced Δπ ≥ 0, came to a conclusion
a4 ≤ a2 + a3 − a1.

According to Proposition 2 and inference, if the con-
struction unit does not rely on government subsidies and
continues to adopt prefabricated buildings, the government
may consider the following measures:

(1) Control the price of traditional cast-in-place build-
ings, or consider the construction of traditional cast-in-place
buildings. Environmental taxes are levied to appropriately
limit the benefits of traditional cast-in-place construction
units; (2) increase the popularization of low-carbon and
environmentally-friendly publicity of fabricated buildings,
so that more consumers can recognize the environmental
benefits brought by fabricated buildings; and (3) the con-
struction cost of the prefabricated building should be re-
duced in a targeted manner.

5. Result Analysis

According to the above analysis, the evolution process of the
game under the different situations of the government and
the construction unit can be obtained, as shown in
Figures 1–3.

(1) As shown in Figure 1, when the perception of the
construction unit is a loss, and if the subsidy cost
paid by the government “incentive” is less than the
“not adopted” by the construction unit, the gov-
ernment “does not incentive”, which is when
v(Δπ)< 0, a5 − b4 < 0, the construction unit also “not
applied.” -is situation reflects the current status of
China’s prefabricated buildings, that is, low con-
sumer acceptance, lack of targeted government
subsidies, and cannot effectively reduce the cost of
prefabricated building construction. -e construc-
tion unit has a negative attitude towards investing in
the project and hates losses.

(2) As shown in Figure 2, when the perception of the
construction unit is loss and the loss utility is greater
than the government subsidy, the subsidy cost of the
government incentive is greater than the construc-
tion unit does not “use” and obtain a fine which is
when b4 < a5 < − v(Δπ) the government “incentives”
and the construction unit also “does not apply.”
Under this circumstance, the construction unit
adopts the perception of the prefabricated building
as the loss, and the loss value is greater than the
government incentive but does not use the fines paid,
and the construction unit will not adopt it.

(3) As shown in Figure 3, when the perception of the
construction unit is obtained and less than the
government incentive, the penalty is not used, which
is when b4 > v(Δπ)≥ 0, the government “does not
encourage,” but the construction unit will “use.” At
this time, the construction unit adopts the cost of the
assembled building, a4 ≤ a2 + a3 − a1. -is kind of
situation is the state that the government and the
construction unit want to see together, and it is also
the goal of our current efforts.

(4) -e system does not reach (incentive, adopt) the
stability of this state. It can be seen that in the long
run, the current government subsidy policy cannot
effectively stimulate the construction unit to adopt
the prefabricated building. Targeting the con-
struction cost of the prefabricated building is the
correct way to promote the application of the
construction unit. At the same time, moderately

Table 4: Expressions of matrix determinants and traces corresponding to the equilibrium points of the replica dynamic system.

Equilibrium point detJ tr J

O(0, 0) (a5 − b4)v(Δπ) a5 − b4 + v(Δπ)

A(1, 0) − (a5 − b4)[a5 + v(Δπ)] b4 + v(Δπ)

B(0, 1) b4v(Δπ) − b4 − v(Δπ)

C(1, 1) − b4[a5 + v(Δπ)] b4 − [a5 + v(Δπ)]

D(x∗, y∗) (b4[a5 + v(Δπ)](b4 − a5)v(Δπ))/a2
5 0

Table 5: Local stability of equilibrium points in case (1).

Equilibrium point detJ tr J Stability
O(0, 0) + − Stable equilibrium
A(1, 0) Uncertain Uncertain Saddle point
B(0, 1) − Uncertain Saddle point
C(1, 1) − + Unstable

Table 6: Local stability of equilibrium points in case (2).

Equilibrium point detJ tr J Stability
O(0, 0) − Uncertain Saddle point
A(1, 0) + − Stable equilibrium
B(0, 1) − + Unstable
C(1, 1) + + Unstable

Table 7: Local stability of equilibrium points in case (3).

Equilibrium point detJ tr J Stability
O(0, 0) Uncertain Uncertain Saddle point
A(1, 0) Uncertain + Saddle point
B(0, 1) + − Stable equilibrium
C(1, 1) − Uncertain Saddle point
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control the price of the traditional cast-in-place
building, and levy an environmental tax on the
traditional cast-in-place construction unit to con-
trol the traditional construction unit. Revenues, as
well as increased environmental protection and
low-carbon propaganda of fabricated buildings, can
also promote the application of fabricated
buildings.

6. Numerical Simulation

In order to explain the above propositions and conclusions
more intuitively, this section uses numerical simulation to
analyse. Assign the relevant parameters to Table 8.

Get the conclusion as follows:

v(Δπ) �
3 − a4( 

0.88
, 3≥ a4 > 0,

− 2.25 a4 − 3( 
0.88

, 3< a4.

⎧⎨

⎩ (9)

Use MATLAB to draw as follows.
It can be seen from Figure 4 that under the condition that

the income of the traditional building and the prefabricated
building is certain, the perceived income of the construction
unit gradually decreases with the increase of the construc-
tion cost of the prefabricated building, and the construction
cost of the prefabricated building is obtained for the per-
ception of the construction unit, or play a decisive role in the
loss. When the cost of construction of a prefabricated
building 0< a4 ≤ 3, the perception of the construction unit is
obtained; when the construction cost of the prefabricated
building 3< a4, the perception of the construction unit is
loss.

Next, we analyse the decision-making interval of the
construction unit in different situations. In Case (1), v(Δπ)

< 0, a5 − b4 < 0; in Case (3), b4 > v(Δπ)≥ 0. As shown in

Figure 5, b4(a5) � a5, v(a4) �
(3 − a4)

0.88
, 3≥a4>0

− 2.25(a4 − 3)
0.88

, 3<a4
 ,

use MATLAB to draw as follows:
As shown in Figure 5, in Case (1), the stability interval

of the strategy combination (not excited, not applied) is
the interval II; in Case (3), the stability interval of the
strategy combination (no incentive, application) is in-
terval I. When the cost of construction of a prefabricated
building 0< a4 ≤ 3, the perception of the construction
unit v(a4)≥ 0. At the same time, the subsidy cost b4 paid
by the government is greater than the perceived value of
the construction unit v(a4), the government does not
encourage, but the construction unit will adopt it. When
the cost of construction of a prefabricated building
3< a4 < 6, the perception of the construction unit

B (0, 1) C (1, 1)

O (0, 0) A (1, 0)

Figure 1: System evolution phase diagram for case (1).

B (0, 1) C (1, 1)

O (0, 0) A (1, 0)

Figure 2: System evolution phase diagram for case (2).

B (0, 1) C (1, 1)

O (0, 0) A (1, 0)

Figure 3: System evolution phase diagram for case (3).

Table 8: Related parameter assignment table.

a1 a2 a3 b1 α β λ

3 5 1 2 0.88 0.88 2.25
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v(a4)< 0. At the same time, the subsidy cost paid b4 by the
government is greater than the perceived value of the
construction unit, does not motivate the fine a5, the
government does not encourage and the construction
unit does not adopt it.

As shown in Figure 6, in Case (2), the stability interval of
the strategy combination (incentive, not applied) is interval
I, the perception of the construction unit v(a4)< 0. At the
same time, the subsidy cost paid by the government b4 is
greater than the perceived value of the construction unit
does not motivate the fine a5, the government is motivated,
but the construction unit does not apply.

In summary, moderately controlling the selling price of
traditional cast-in-place buildings, levying environmental
taxes on traditional cast-in-place construction units to
control the income of traditional construction units and
increasing the environmental protection of assembly
buildings and the promotion of low-carbon energy can
make. -e perception of the construction unit is easier to
obtain and has a certain promotion effect on the application
of the prefabricated building; in the long run, the govern-
ment subsidy cannot effectively promote the construction
unit to continue to adopt the prefabricated building. It is the
construction cost of the prefabricated building that deter-
mines whether or not the construction unit will use the
prefabricated building. It is the construction cost of the
prefabricated building that determines whether or not the
construction unit will use the prefabricated building.
-erefore, the government should focus on how to reduce
the construction cost of prefabricated buildings in a targeted
manner.

7. Conclusions

-is paper introduces the foreground theory into the process
of evolutionary game analysis, establishes the evolutionary
game model of the government and the construction unit,
uses the replication dynamic equation to analyse the stra-
tegic choice of the evolutionary game, and draws the fol-
lowing conclusions:

(1) -ere are only three stabilization strategies for the
construction unit and the government’s evolutionary
game system, that is, the government does not en-
courage, the construction unit does not adopt; the
government incentives, the construction unit does
not adopt; the government does not encourage, the
construction unit adopts.

(2) In the long run, government subsidies cannot de-
termine whether the construction unit will adopt
prefabricated buildings. -e decisive factor is the
construction cost of the prefabricated buildings.
-erefore, the government’s work should shift from
subsidies to targeted reductions in the cost of pre-
fabricated construction.-e reward and punishment
mechanism of government subsidies will also affect
the decision-making of the construction unit, and
the incentive and penalty amount should be deter-
mined according to the income obtained by the

b4 (a5)

v (a4)

–4

–2

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

–v
/b

4

864 5 73 920 1
a4/a5

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of the corresponding interval of
Cases (1) and (3).

3

2

1

0

–1

–2

–3

–4

–5

–6

v (
ΔT

T)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
a4

Figure 4: -e impact of prefabricated building costs on the per-
ceived value of the construction unit.

I

II

b4 (a5)

v (a4)

-6

-4

-2

0

2

4

6

v/
b 4

1 2 3 4 5 60
a4/a5

Figure 5: Schematic diagram of the corresponding interval of
Cases (1) and (3).
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construction unit in traditional buildings and pre-
fabricated buildings.

(3) If the construction unit does not rely on government
subsidies and continues to adopt prefabricated
buildings, the government may consider controlling
the selling price of traditional cast-in-place buildings
on the one hand, or levying environmental taxes on
traditional cast-in-place construction units, and
appropriately restricting traditional cast-in-place.
-e gains from the construction unit, on the other
hand, increase the popularization of low-carbon,
environmentally-friendly publicity of fabricated
buildings, so that more consumers can recognize the
environmental benefits brought by the assembled
buildings.

-e conclusion of this paper points out that the gov-
ernment’s work should shift from subsidies to incentives for
construction units to reduce the cost of prefabricated
construction. -e incentive process may involve informa-
tion asymmetry, risk preference, and consumer factors. In
particular, this paper does not consider the risk preference of
the government and the construction unit, which will in-
fluence decisions in practice. -is is the next step to be
studied in this paper.
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